Seminar “Introduction to Moral Economies – theoretical and methodological approaches”

Winter Semester 2016/2017
Tuesdays, 2 pm – 3.30 pm, MPI Human Development, Room 111

Moral Economy – the “classical canon”?

25.10.


1.11.

8.11.
*with Thomas Lindner*


PhD Projects of Cohort IV, IMPRS Moral Economies

14.11. *Julia Lieth*
The experience of lovesickness and its relation to religion in late eighteenth-century Germany

22.11. *Frederik Schröer*
Re-assembling the feeling community: The transformation of Tibetan Buddhist ethics in India, 1930-1970

1.12. (Thursday, 10.30 am - noon) *Lena Eggers*
Soldiers’ clubs in post-war Berlin. Spaces of pleasure or immorality?

8.12. (Thursday, 2-3.30 pm) *Anna Borrero*
Shifting attitudes toward soldiers in US-American society from the Vietnam War to the War on Terror

13.12. *Marius Oesterheld*
Idlers and productive citizens: the moralization of work in China 1900-1930

20.12. *Britt Schlünz*
For being true and right: science and religion in global ideological warfare. Case studies of Germany, the United States and Mexico in late nineteenth century.
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Moral Economies in context

10.1. with Marvin Menniken

17.1. with Alexandra Esche

24.1. with Sören Brandes

31.01. with Paul Franke and Till Großmann
Pre-circulated papers (deadline: 27.1.):
- Common paper by Björn Blaß, Paul Franke, Till Großmann and Thomas Rohringer on moral economies.
- Statements by PhD students of Cohort IV (0,5 to 2 pages) on possible definitions/ approaches they could use for their projects.

Moral Economies and the IMPRS – critical reflections


14.2. End-of-semester - meeting